
Match Report 

Date  25th May CC&TVOG VS Herefordshire 

Age Group U10 Coach Thomas Morgan 
 

CC&TVOG Wickets  6 Runs scored 176 Overs  faced 35.0 
 

Opp. Wickets  6 Runs scored 136 Overs  faced 35.0 
 

Winner CC&TVOG by 40 runs. 

CC&TOVG Cricket Program Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) 

Batting 
Overs Faced 35.0  

 
 Coaches notes (batting): 

 Our first 50 

 Scored slowly at the 
start 

 Our largest total 

Wickets lost 6 15 run 
Partnerships 

4 

 

Bowling 
Overs 
Bowled 

35.0   Coaches notes (bowling): 

 Took very few wickets 
Wickets 
taken 

6 Maidens  
bowled 

0 

 

Fielding 
Total 
Runouts 

0 Catches  
taken 

1 Coaches notes (fielding): 

 Some good throws 

 



 

Written Report: 
 
This was a game dominated by batters, Penarth in my opinion had always been a nice place to score 
runs and today it proved to be. We amassed our record total of 176 runs, the highest I have seen by 
an under 10 Cardiff and the Vale team. This was despite a slow start against two very good opening 
bowlers. In future we need to learn to rotate the strike better and hit the bad ball for four. However 
the game changed quickly in our favour as Zac Essenhigh batting at three came in after eight overs 
and proceeded to bat well to score our first 50 of the year off just 40 balls, ending up retiring on 68 
off 65 balls. This aggressive batting supported by Avaneesh Shah (10*) and some runs from the 
lower order, enabled us to reach 176 for 6.  
 
Our bowling was solid and we performed at the required level to win the game. It was difficult to 
take wickets on the day and we had to be satisfied with bowling in good areas and defending our 
total. Something we did well. Suleiman Malhi was the pick of the bowlers with figures of 4-0-2-6. It is 
also worth noting that Rahil Idris as captain had little help from me on the field and as such did a 
good job. 
 
Overall I was really pleased to see our batting reach a higher level again. Zac scoring the team's first 
50 and our batters reaching 176 were all huge positives to take out of the game. Our bowling also 
did a good job in defending our target and now we have beaten Herefordshire and by such a large 
margin we know what we are capable of. We need to continue to work hard before the next round 
of fixtures with a tricky three games coming up against Penarth u11s, West Glamorgan and the much 
awaited Gwent.  
 
 

Training Implications: 
 
Learn to contain batters through better field settings. 

Team of the Week Nominations 
Name Statistics 

Zac Essenhigh 68* 
 

 


